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AlienTrimmer is  a  program that  allows detecting and removing  sequencing errors  and
contaminant sequences (e.g. adaptors, primers) in both ends of high-throughput sequencing
(HTS) read sequences. Based on the decomposition of the specified alien sequences into
nucleotide k-mers of fixed length k, AlienTrimmer is able to determine whether such alien
k-mers  are  occurring  in  both  read  ends  by  using  a  simple  polynomial  algorithm.
AlienTrimmer  can  process  typical  HTS  single-  or  paired-ends  read  files  containing
millions entries in few minutes with very low computer resources. 

CHANGES IN VERSION 0.4.0 
• by default, quality-based trimming is performed along with alien trimming (Phred quality
score cut-off = 20)
• Phred  quality  score  cut-off is specified with numerical value  (Phred score encoding is
automatically assessed from input FASTQ files)



Installations and Execution

The source code of AlienTrimmer is inside the  src directory and could be compiled and executed in
two different ways. 

On computers with  Oracle JDK1 (6 or higher) installed, a Java executable JAR file could be created.
Move to the src directory, and launch the JAR builder:

chmod a+x JarMaker.sh

./JarMaker.sh

to create the executable JAR file AlienTrimmer.jar that could be launched with the following command
line:

java -jar AlienTrimmer.jar [options]

On computers with the GNU compiler GCJ2 installed, an executable could also be built. Move to the src
directory, and just enter:

make

to create the executable AlienTrimmer that could be launched with the following command line:

./AlienTrimmer.jar [options]

IMPORTANT

If you wish to work with the Java executable JAR version, we strongly recommend to use the Oracle
JDK that is freely available and allows observing very good running times. Other Java implementations
(e.g. GIJ) often lead to slower running times. However, it should be stressed that faster running times
were repeatedly observed with GCJ-compiled versions of AlienTrimmer, even when compared with the
JAR version executed with the Oracle Java virtual machine. 

1 www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/index.html
2 gcc.gnu.org/java/docs.html



Quick Start

AlienTrimmer performs quality-based and alien trimming on HTS reads inside FASTQ-formatted files
(named here  read.fq). Alien sequences to be trimmed (e.g. adaptors, barcodes, indexes, primers) are
contained in a second text file (named here  alien.txt) where  each alien sequence is specified in one
line. However, when reading this second file, AlienTrimmer ignores lines beginning by characters ‘#’,
‘%’  or  ‘>’;  therefore,  comments  could  be  added,  or  alien  sequences  could  be  saved  inside  a
FASTA-formatted file, provided that each alien sequence is written on one line.

Given the FASTQ read file read.fq and the alien sequence file alien.txt, use the following command
line to perform trimming:

AlienTrimmer  -i read.fq  -c alien.txt  

This will create the file  read.fq.at.fq containing the trimmed reads in FASTQ format. However, to
specify an output file name (here trim.fq), use the following command line:

AlienTrimmer  -i read.fq  -c alien.txt  -o trim.fq

When using paired-ends reads contained in two files (here named fwd.fq and rev.fq), use the following
command line:

AlienTrimmer  -if fwd.fq  -ir rev.fq  -c alien.txt

This will create the three files fwd.fq.at.fq, rev.fq.at.fq and fwd.fq.at.sgl.fq containing trimmed
paired-ends and singleton reads, respectively (i.e. singleton reads are those remaining when one of the
two forward or reverse reads was discarded during the trimming process). However, output file names
could be specified with options  -of,  -or, and  –os. Specific alien sequences for forward and reverse
reads can be used with options -cf and -cr, respectively. 

The specificity and sensitivity of AlienTrimmer is mainly driven by the k-mer length option -k. In most
cases, default option k = 10 leads to satisfactory results. However, alternative integer values could be set
(from 5 to 15). AlienTrimmer is as conservative as  k value is large, e.g. when k = 15, very few false
positive alien residues are trimmed (i.e. high specificity), but reads with short remnants of alien residues
(i.e. < 15 nucleotide long) could remain (i.e. low sensitivity). When dealing with reads containing many
sequencing errors, it is recommended to set k < 10, e.g. 

AlienTrimmer  -i read.fq  -c alien.txt  -o trim.fq  -k 8

However, it should be stressed that lowering k improves the sensitivity, but could dramatically decrease
the specificity,  therefore  leading  to  an unexpected  over-trimming  (i.e.  a  large number of  non-alien
residues will be trimmed with k = 6).



AlienTrimmer Command Line Options

Input/output files (single-ends data)
-i <infile>
This option allows the FASTQ read file to be indicated. 

-c <infile>
This option allows the alien sequence file to be indicated. Each alien oligonucleotide sequence must be
written in one line, and may not exceed 32,500 nucleotides. Standard degenerate bases are admitted, i.e.
character states M, R, W, S, Y, K, B, D, H, V, N, and X. Lines beginning by the characters ‘#’, ‘%’ or
‘>’ are not considered. Input file name may not be a number (see last page). 

-o <outfile>
This option allows indicating the name of the output FASTQ file that will contain the trimmed reads.

Input/output files (paired-ends data)
-if <infile>
This option allows forward read file to be indicated.

-ir <infile>
This option allows reverse read file to be indicated.

-cf <infile>
This option allows the forward alien sequence file to be indicated. When performing alien trimming on
forward reads, AlienTrimmer will only consider alien sequences inside this file. Same requirements as
option -c for single-ends data.

-cr <infile>
Same as option -cf but for reverse alien sequences.

-c <infile>
This  option  allows  alien  sequence  file  to  be  indicated.  This  option  allows  using  the  same  alien
sequence(s) for both forward and reverse reads. Same requirements as option -c for single-ends data.

-of <outfile>
This option allows forward output file to be indicated. By default, AlienTrimmer uses the forward input
file name with the file extension .at.fq.

-or <outfile>
Same as option  -of but for reverse reads. By default, AlienTrimmer uses the reverse input file name
with the file extension .at.fq.

-os <outfile>
This option allows singleton output file to be indicated. Singleton reads are those remaining when one of
the two forward or reverse reads was discarded during the trimming process; these are saved inside this
file. By default, AlienTrimmer uses the forward input file name with the file extension .at.sgl.fq.



Trimming and filtering out options
-k [5-15]
This option allows specifying the integer value k used to perform k-mer decomposition. This value must
lie between 5 and 15. Recall that k = 5 generally leads to over-trimming, whereas k = 15 leads to very
conservative trimming. By default, AlienTrimmer uses k = 10.

-m [0-15]
This option allows specifying the maximum number of allowed mismatches m between alien and read
sequences. By default, AlienTrimmer uses m = k / 2.

-l <integer>
This option allows specifying the minimum read length l to output. All trimmed reads of length lower
than l are discarded. By default, AlienTrimmer uses l = 15.

-q [0-40]
This  option  allows  specifying  the  Phred  quality  score  cut-off.  This  value  must  lie  between  0 (no
quality-based trimming) and 40. Every nucleotide associated with a Phred quality score character with
value lower than this cut-off will be considered as an alien residue during the trimming process. By
default, AlienTrimmer uses a Phred score cut-off of 20.

-p [0-100]
This option allows specifying the minimum allowed percentage  p of  correctly called nucleotides,  a
correctly called nucleotide being associated with a Phred quality score character with value higher than
the cut-off specified with option  -q. All reads (trimmed or not) with a percentage of correctly called
nucleotides lower than this specified value will be discarded. By default, AlienTrimmer uses p = 0. 

Displaying details
-v
When this option is set, AlienTrimmer displays trimming details each time a read is modified.



Using AlienTrimmer with Pre-compiled Alien Sequences

When a user always deals with reads produced by the same HTS technique, it is expected that the same
putative contaminant oligonucleotides (e.g. adaptors, primers) are used to perform alien trimming. In
this case, AlienTrimmer allows directly storing these alien sequences, instead of using the same alien
sequence file every time.

To do so, simply edit the source code file  AlienTrimmer.java, and write the different alien sequences
inside one of the 9 arrays named ALIEN1,  ALIEN2, …,  ALIEN9 (approximately line 100). A name could
also be given for each alien sequence array by filling the empty strings ALIEN1NAME, …, ALIEN9NAME. By
default, AlienTrimmer stores homopolymer, dimer and trimer sequences inside array ALIEN0, ALIEN1, and
ALIEN2, respectively. These oligonucleotide sequence set are named “Homopolymers”, “Dimers”, and
“Trimers”, respectively, and could be used to filter out low-complexity reads.

For example, to set four alien sequences inside ALIEN4, and name this alien sequence set “four putative
alien  sequences”,  the  corresponding  source  code  of  AlienTrimmer  should  be  updated  like  this
(approximately line 100):

   static final String ALIEN4NAME = “four putative alien sequences”;
   static final String[] ALIEN4 = { “GATCGGAAGAGCGGTTCAGCAGGAATGCCGAG”,
                                    “ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT”,
                                    “GATCGGAAGAGCACAACGTCT”,
                                    “GTGACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT” };

After saving and compiling this new version of  AlienTrimmer.java (see Installation and Execution),
alien  sequence  set(s)  could  be  directly  used  with  the  option  -c.  Indeed,  for  using  the  four  alien
sequences inside array ALIEN4, simply use option -c 4. Different alien sequence sets could also be used
simultaneously: for example, to use alien sequence sets ALIEN0, ALIEN1 and ALIEN4, simply use option
-c 014. Of course, pre-compiled sequence sets could be also used with options -cf and -cr when using
paired-ends data; for example, to trim off alien sequences from ALIEN1 and ALIEN2 in file fwd.fq, and
alien sequences from ALIEN0, ALIEN1 and ALIEN4 in file rev.fq, use the following command line:

AlienTrimmer  -if fwd.fq  -cf 12  -ir rev.fq  -cr 014

 To display the content of one alien sequence set, simply use the option -d: for example, knowing that
AlienTrimmer stores homopolymers inside ALIEN0 by default, the four homopolymeric sequences could
be displayed with the following command line:

AlienTrimmer  -d 0


